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It took me a minute to identify the mo-
mentary surge that shot through me when I
learned I had the necessary approval to join
the BLMArizona Strip District’s Moki Hel-
itack on their GPSmission to map the acre-
age of the Hobble Complex and Plateau Fire
— adrenaline. It was a natural dose that I
welcomed to prep for an adventure into
little-known territory.

I quickly riffled through my fire pack to
ensure my fire shelter and personal protec-
tive equipment were ready to go, threw in
several Nalgene bottles of ice water, gloves
and helmet and set out for the helibase near
the St. George airport.

Moki Helitack Assistant Superintendent
Jeremy Chapman and crewmembers Ethan
Stephenson, Jamie Davis, and Logan John-
son gave me a warmwelcome and a little
friendly ribbing which diffused any trace of
apprehension of my first fire-specific
flight.

We crossed the tarmac to the bright ylow
and white helicopter, “4 Hotel X-ray.” I was
asked to don my fire pack and hop on a
scale to obtain my flight weight, which
allows the pilot to calculate the amount of
people, gear and fuel the “ship” can carry.
As a result, it also tells the amount of time
the crew will have for the flight. Chapman,
called “Chappy,” launched into the mani-
fest, which included quickly schooling me
on some of the key functions of the ship’s
controls, the location of the radio box, and,
of course, the appropriate position for each
passenger in the helicopter in the event of a
crash.

For my position in the ship in the back,
that would mean simply tucking my head
and crossing my arms over my chest. While
those instructions might cause some a little
pause, for me it only confirmed that we
were flying safe, fully aware of every nec-
essary measure, and reassured me that

Taking Flight with Moki Helitack

Moki Helitack members Ethan Stephenson, middle left, and Assistant Superintendent Jeremy Chapman, middle right, run through safety measures called the “manifest”
during a pre-flight check with Hobble Complex Incident Commander Clint Coates, far right, and Operations Manager Clark Olds, far left. COURTESY PHOTO

Ethan Stephenson
prepares fire gear
during pre-flight
check and
manifest at the
Hobble Complex
airstrip on the
Arizona Strip.
COURTESY PHOTO
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Precision, safety part of firefighting group’s
work with Color Country, “South Zone” areas
By Rachel Tueller
Gems in the Rough
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Outdoor magazines love survival stories. One recent piece
had so much how-to-survive stuff that a person might hope to
get lost just to try it all out.

But at the same time, survival stories are far too complicat-
ed. If on horseback, you might stash 70 pounds of gear in three
saddle bags.

On foot? Not likely. The weight of it alone
could kill you.

Besides, the last photo I looked at showing
“what every outdoorsman needs” must have
cost a thousand dollars. OK, the magazine
thus avoids a lawsuit, but to be practical, let’s
look at the essentials you ready need— and
will fit into a pocket or backpack.

Of course, you must also use your head.
By your head, I mean avoiding the most

serious trouble in the first place. Don’t hike
over a divide (pass, ridge, summit) without
knowing which new drainage you are enter-
ing. If you remain in the same canyon where
you started, all you have to do is go downhill.

(When you cross into a new canyon, that doesn’t work.) And if
you are so absolutely lost you have no idea where you are go-

Surviving the woods
with common sense
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Hartt Wixom
The Great Outdoors

There are a few select
places so well known as out-
door recreation destinations
that the mere mention of a
name brings to mind a series of
postcard images. The name
“Jackson Hole” conjures up
visions of the Grand Tetons,
Snake River, Jenny Lake and
majestic wildlife.

What’s even better than the
calendar or guidebook shots is
to visit such a place for the
first time, or for the first time
in a long time, and find that the
2D images are even better in
3D when they can be seen in
the context of the total land-
scape. That was the case on a
recent visit to Jackson Hole,

where the beauty of the area
not only lived up to the hype, it
even surpassed it when experi-
enced firsthand.

The good news in the case of
this famous town in Wyoming
is there are a variety of ways to
experience the outdoor beauty
of these world-famous spots at
a variety of different activity
levels ranging from the adrena-
line of running the rapids to
sitting back and spotting wild-
life.

One unique feature of Jack-
son is that you can head right
out of town on Cache Street,
and without even noticing,
you’re into the National Elk
Refuge, and just a couple of
minutes later you’re into Grand
Teton National Park.

Jackson Hole has
adventure for all
By Kathleen Curry
and Geoff Griffin
For The Spectrum & Daily News

The Grand Tetons loom in the
background during a trip down
the Snake River. COURTESY MAD RIVER
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